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ontextual 
amework  compiled 
terms of LUPO, 
85
ckage of Plans

• Tasked to move 
from Contextual to 
Development 
Framework 

• Update in terms 
of CoCT Planning 
Bylaw, 2015 

• Emphasis on 
green technologies

• Self sufficient 
precinct 

Mayor resolved to 
an LSDF in terms 
Sections 12 to 14,
with Section 11 of
3 of the City of Ca
Town Municipal 
Planning Bylaw, 2
to align with SPLU
Principles&
MSDF, 2018
Integrated Public 
Transport Network
TOD Strategy





Submissions may be made in any of the following way
By email to: trulsdf@capetown.gov.za

By written submission delivered to: Dilshard Modak, 16
Floor, Civic Centre, 12 Hertzog Boulevard, Cape Town

Online at: www.capetown.gov.za/haveyoursay

All comments to be in by 15 December 2019.

for comments.



pen Day 1 (23 October) 
or clarification & general issues)  

pen day 2 (20 November)
iscussion on specific issues- identified in 
e first open day).



Heritage Process

Cindy Postlethwayt



LSDF Heritage Informants derived from the HIA
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+ PPP



Purpose of a Phase 1 HIA: multi phase development

HWC guidelines for a Phase 1 HIA. Appropriate to macro
scale of the site
HWC requirement for additional public consultation (2017
AFMAS Solutions: - engage First Nation representatives
Draft Phase 1 HIA incorporates outcomes of the AFMA
engagement; other relevant updated information into a
revised and re-stated high level ID of heritage resources
significance and heritage informants. Formed the basis for a
high level heritage impact assessment of a revised Two River
LSDF
PPP 60 day comment period simultaneous with the
advertising of the draft LSDF for comment.
Revised Phase 1 HIA to be submitted to HWC for Interim
Comment



Phase 2 HIAs

• Precinct based, as & whe
• Detailed ID of heritage 

resources, significance, 
heritage informants, base
on Phase 1 HIA

• Heritage impact assessme
• Submission to HWC for 

decision or Final Commen



www.westerncape.gov.za/general-publication/two-rivers-
urban-park-–-towards-sustainable-integrated-urban-
development
Karin.Dugmorestrom@westerncape.gov.za or 
marshallene.harris@westerncape.gov.za.
A hard copy at libraries of Observatory, Ndabeni and Pineland
Objections/comments on heritage grounds in writing to Cin
Postlethwayt at cindy@cpheritage.co.za on or before
December 2019.
Kindly note that only objections and comments that are mad
on heritage grounds will be considered. Any objections a
comments received after 17 December 2019 may be ignored.



complex, diverse and multi-layered. It is
large and currently has no single, unified
identity or function. However, at its deep
historic base is a coherent indigenous
pre-colonial cultural landscape, tied to
the contemporary indigenous identity of
the First Nations. Each successive
historic ‘terrace’ of time – provides other,
more visible layers to the landscape,
obscuring its earlier manifestations



eritage informants related to intangible & tangible heritage. Th
ddress the site as a whole, and on a precinct basis.

he area as a landscape is highly significant from a heritage perspecti
f at least Grade II significance, probably of the highest order”.

omprises a unique series of memories, sites and structures
gnificance.
ecause of its strategic position in relation to the river systems and t
storic pastoral routes to the north and south, it has a significant role
e-colonial history in terms of the history of transhumance and t
digenous residents of the Cape and their struggles to retain access
e land.
s a result, it plays a very important role in the cultural identity of t
rst Nation and their resurgent living heritage.



Broad Patterns of significance

 Pre-colonial period - indigenous notions of land
ownership and custody; an indigenous worldview and
concomitant concepts, beliefs and practices; indigenous
identity, values and principles; and indigenous spirituality
and the ancestral domain

 Early colonial period - placement of barriers and the
development of frontiers by the VOC. The historic
landscape between the Black and Liesbeek River marks
one of the remaining, most tangible and earliest historical
frontiers that was to eventually herald the destruction of
the Khoi and San Nations.



 Introduction of private property ownership and use in the
early Dutch Colonial Period. High historical significance
as the site of the first Khoi-Dutch war

 Early industrial use and the development of windmills to
support agriculture in the area. Eg: Nieuwe Molen

 Presence of early colonial homesteads and werfs which
faced the Liesbeek River and used the riverine system for
the purposes of irrigation

 The planted cultural landscape of the area

 The memories, traditions and cultural events that are
associated with the landscape.

 The topography of the site contributing to a sense of

place etc+ + +



• All the above responses to landscape are retained either in
memory or spatial relationships and add a series o
cumulative values and significances to the site.

• Heritage informants relating to
(1) overarching identification of heritage resources and

significance
(2) precinct level identification of heritage resources and

significance, both levels of which have been
incorporated into LSDF





HIA assessed extent to which LSDF is sufficiently
sensitive to heritage issues to enable effective
incorporation of such considerations at later stages
in the process, such as Precinct Level Plans and
projects, which will trigger the Phase 2 HIAs.

The associations of the site are historically, and in 
many respects currently, one of dispossession, 
exclusion, marginalisation and loss. Recognition and 
redress must be at the core of any heritage sensitive 
planning process.

Heritage is a creative process, not only about 
recognising the history of a place, building, or 
community, but more importantly about creating a 
new, vibrant future.



The Two Rivers LSDF in its essence is regarded as a
catalytic project, with a vision based on spatial
transformation where social and economic
challenges are to be placed at the centre of spatial
transformative growth.

It explicitly recognises the significance of the heritage
issues to inform growth and development, protection
and enhancement.



Cultural Heritage Process Followed

Rudewaan Arendse



Indigenous narrative is the most recent additio
to the heritage layers built up in successiv
planning and heritage processes.

The First Nation Report can be found appende
to the HIA and forms part of the body
documentation out for public comment in term
of the simultaneous NHRA process.
http://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/City%20research%20r
orts%20and%20review/First_Nation_Report.pdf

Given the significance of the Indigeno
Narrative, this presentation highlights some of th
essential findings.

Background and Context



Understand significance of Two Rivers site to the
First Nations.

Identify First Nation aspirations with regard to Tw
Rivers.

Develop heritage related design informant 
informed by indigenous narrative. 

Objectives



Cultural Heritage Process

First Nation Groups Engaged

Gorinhaiqua, Gorinhaicona, Gorachouqua, 
Cochoqua, Chainoqua, Korana, Nama, Griqua.

10 Interviews with First Nation Key Informants

2 Workshops with First Nation Collective



Two Rivers study area is the historic landscape o
the indigenous First Nations.

Sacred site linked to important historic individua
and events in indigenous narrative (Doman, 
Krotoa, Autshumao, D’ Almeida defeat and 
death, Khoi resistance.)

First Nations not against development. 

Outcomes



• The precept of acknowledging, embracing
protecting and celebrating the indigenou
narrative be a heritage related design
informant that informs planning at all scales.

• A Two Rivers renaming process be introduced 
to the relevant competent authorities as an 
integral part of the indigenizing of the Two 
Rivers landscape.

Recommendations



Local Spatial Development Framework 
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Figure 1.1
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MOWBRAY

   SALT RIVER

The ecological  role of the river corridors, 
the importance as a regional amenity  and the 
significance placed on the  layers of cultural 
and built heritage must be enhanced  
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MSDF –
Two Rivers within 
Urban Inner Core 
he Urban Inner Core 
epresents the priority 
evelopment and 
vestment focus for the City.
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Centrality within City system- Strategic location

Urban Inner Core- priority development

Mainly state owned land – address spatial 
inequality

Opportunity to enhance and protect  river 
corridor

Fix gaps in road network



Spatial concept : Enhance/protect 
biophysical/heritage resilience

Facing away 
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Berkley

Station

New access

Isolated area with 
weak east west 
linkages 

Connect through new 
transport/movement 
routes integrate to 
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Activate areas 
through intensive 
mixed use 
development in 
key areas. 



Structuring elements: nodes

1 2

3

4

1. Berkley Road 
extension/Tran
mixed use 

2. Alexandra/Ber
around station

3. Biovac
4. Pinelands 

Station/Oude M
5. Ndabeni Statio

5
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proposals
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Biodiversity/protected (44,5ha

Publicly accessible open 
space(47,4ha)
Sports-fiel ds  (13. 9ha)

Precinct Total Area Biodiversity Op
sp

Precinct A: The Liesbeek 
River Corridor
River Club and Transnet 
Triangle(sub- area)

50,6
(43,7 ha)
(6,9ha)

9,5 ha 19

Precinct B: Valkenberg 
Estate , SAAO, SKA

40,6 0,
(p

Precinct C Sports-fie

l

ds  22,9 13
Precinct D: Oude Molen 
and Pinelands Station

30,1 9,

Precinct E: Maitland 
Garden Village

17,9 0 2,

Precinct F Alexandra 
Institute

29,2 0 0,

Precinct G: Ndabeni 
Triangle.

56,9 0 0,

Precinct H: Black River 
Corridor

48,5 35 1,

Total 299,9 44,5ha 47



Thank You


